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Who among you reads Wattpad? To those who do, have you, for once even

wondered about your behaviors while reading? We may not notice it, but we exhibit
unique behaviors whenever we read which sometimes, result to behaviors that define

who we are when we read. Anyway, I’m not going to waste any more time so whether
you’re addicted to reading or not, let’s tackle the kinds of Wattpad readers.

The first kind of Wattpad reader is the Silent Reader. They’re the normal ones
compared to the others. They don’t really show how they feel. They just smile or frown
at one scene then proceeds to the next. You can often see them in a corner, in their
own world, reading something. Because they’re so immersed in reading, you can’t talk
to them until they stop reading. Thus, I call them silent readers. Their reactions are
confined to them and them alone.

The second is the Drama Queen. They’re very emotional and they react at every
interesting scene they encounter. It’s like they really feel the emotions that the
characters are feeling. You can say that they’re very OA and that they always have a
“hugot” for every line they read. You can hear them say, “OMG Why did he die?” or
“They don’t deserve it. Why?” When you’re beside this reader, be sure to have a tissue
just in case they needed something to wipe their tears with. Literally, they feel all the
drama that you can’t truly determine when they needed your prepared tissue or not.

Next is the Sadist. They always hurt the person next to them whenever they are carried

away by the scenes. They express their feelings by hitting other people. Whenever
there is an intense scene or they are really annoyed with the villain, you can expect a
slap in the arm or at the back. Beware whenever you sit beside this kind of reader. You
might as well want to stay away so as to avoid getting hurt physically.

Another kind is the Day Dreamer. They are the kind of reader who imagines having a
Wattpad-like love story. You can also see them in the corner like the Silent Reader, but



the difference is, they’re crazy and you can often see them staring absentmindedly
while smiling, wishing that they will meet someone like the fictional character they like.

You can often hear them say, “Oh my god I wish I could meet someone like Art Felix
Go or Elijah Montefalco”, and you can’t help but roll your eyes and just wanting to slap

them to awaken them from their fantasies. This type of reader absorbs too much
standard from fictional characters that they intend to expect it in real life. Thus, their
standard on ideal guys becomes so high that (in reality) most of the guys don’t possess
all at once. In fact, their standards devoid their suitors of a chance to date or just to
court them.

And of course, how could I ever forget the last type −the Spoiler kind of reader. This is

the annoying kind of reader whose mouths you vehemently want to staple or duct tape.

They always tell what will happen to the story you’re reading even if you don’t want
them to spoil it for you. Whenever they see you reading a story, you can hear them say,
“Oh you’re reading that story? You know, this character will die after a few chapters. He
is going to get killed by someone” then so on. Thanks to them you get to know the
ending even if you’re just at the book’s beginning. They don’t know how to shut their
mouth and that they’re even glad from irritating you.

But anyway, readers come in all different shapes, sizes, and literary preferences, but

here are the 5 kinds of reader that we commonly know. You may or may not fall into
more than one category so, which of those kinds fits you? Is it perhaps all of the above?

Regardless of the type of reader you are, I respect that.


